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THE ENTROPIC
DREAM
HORTULANUS, Johanna Seelemann. 2021-22
Credit. Johanna Seelemann

re:future Lab

SYMPOSION
re:future Lab, Berlin
4—5 November 2022
Explore, practice and learn through
insightful exchange and experiment with
catalyst thinkers from the fields of art,
design, architecture and beyond.
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Editorial

re:future Lab is thrilled to announce the start of a new phase in its development.
Following the EMBARK! Features series, art exhibitions, art mediation and art
advisory, re:future Lab launches its SYMPOSION PROGRAM which marks the
initial of the practice-based Education Lab. The ambition? To provide tangible ideas
and experiences to facilitate transformative learning, tackling some of the crucial
issues of our time, and to foster a social dreaming for a

“The outcome of
an experiment is
just something
you have not

healed planet.
Participants of the 2022 autumn program are invited to a
‘beta-edition’ of the full-length symposion which will be
held in 2023.
Expect a bespoke sensorial journey—through a series of

expected before”

performative meal, art exhibition, keynotes, panels, and

—John Cage

through experimental approach, is better in some pretty

workshops—to shape new realities in which everything,
profound and radical ways.
Inspirational to this is Plato’s Symposion, a fictional
dialog with some of the pioneering thinkers at that time,

who where discussing ideas and controversial theories while sharing a banquet
hosted by the philosopher.
As a lymphatic substrate, a solo exhibition by conceptual designer Johanna
Seelemann—HORTULANUS—will be overarching the two-fold symposion series—
THE FRAGILE HUMAN (October 2022) and THE ENTROPIC DREAM (November
2022).
It is a chance to dive into the hidden facets of our relationship to food, to others, to
ourselves. Once you opt in, you encounter the pivotal moment when obsolete
rituals and secular memories are left over, you move to—and from—the otherness
through interwoven dreamscapes. It is a fresh journey into the enigmatic, the
unpredictable, the unknown, the vulnerable. Who knows the quest or destination?
What is at stake is the whispered re-enactment, the creative process in which you
engage in—and with—the surrounding sociotope.
See you along our journeys!

Agenda

The Entropic Dream
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4

NOVEMBER 2022

5

NOVEMBER 2022

Welcome
10.30am—11am

Welcome
9.30am—10am

Keynote

Workshop

11am—12pm
Madeleine Schwinge presents THE
ENTROPIC DREAM, and invites to
dive into chaos, ruptures & transition

10am—4pm
by Madeleine Schwinge
A SPECULATIVE DIARIES
workshop using the EMBARKING
FUTURE® meta-method to dive into
TRANSFORMATION

Panel
12pm—2.30pm
Moderated by Madeleine Schwinge
A panel on TRANSFORMATION
DESIGN, with conceptual designer
Johanna Seelemann, product
designer Jutta Werner, and Prof.
Pelin Celik expert in System Design
Snack Break
2.30—3.30pm
An opportunity to network

Film Essay & Lecture
3.30—4.30pm
by art curator and film historian JanPhilipp Frühsorge exploring
SILENCE as a hiatus, a linkpunctuation, a suspension of time
Open Discussion
5pm—6pm
An opportunity to shift perspectives,
and browse new visions and dreams

Lunch Break
12—1pm
An opportunity to network

Knowledge Transfer
4—5pm
by Madeleine Schwinge
The power of ideas with which we
create new ideas
Open Discussion
5pm—6pm
An opportunity to shift perspectives,
and browse new visions and dreams
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Panel

Part II. THE ENTROPIC DREAM
4 Nov. 2022

TRANSFORMATION
DESIGN
A cross-panel with conceptual designer JOHANNA
SEELEMANN, designer and architect JUTTA
WERNER (NOMAD Interior Studio), Prof. PELIN
CELIK (Professor for Industrial and System Design,
HTW University of Applied Sciences, Berlin).
At re:future Lab, we like to give voice to thinkers and
practitioners who navigate the new, sharing a certain
kinship to design new sociotopes.
Design is much more than the design of things—be it
logos, websites, chairs, cars, phones, or sneakers… It
infuses the tiniest facets of our daily lives, thus
entailing the shaping of social change, life models and
cultural practices.
How can design play a role—if not a ‘pivotal design
task’ for the future, in helping visualise ‘matters of
concern’ (Bruno Latour)?
Interdisciplinary at its core, Transformation Design
seeks to create desirable and sustainable changes in
behaviour and form—of individuals, systems and
organisations. It embarks on the extension of design
skills in non-traditional territories, thus resulting in nontraditional outputs (new roles, systems, or policies).
Subtly blending diverse design domains—concept,
industrial, graphic, and communication design—as well
as non-design disciplines such as cognitive science,
psychology, linguistics, architecture, ethnology, politics
—it is ground breaking in many ways.

I)

DIVE INTO
Topics. Tradition and craft,
radical design, upcycling, fair
trade, prototyping, hybrid
process, bio design, metabolism,
feedback loops, serendipity,
perception, co-creation

II) LEARN
Panel. 4 Nov. 12pm—2.30pm
TRANSFORMATION DESIGN, a
cross-perspective to open up to
the unknown, welcome
complexity and shape cocreation at eye level with all
stakeholders in the system.

III) MEET &
DEBATE
Transfer. 4 Nov. 5pm—6pm
Disorder is just an order we do
not seek (Henri Bergson).
Social dreaming to reconfigurate new order.
What if we could create new
realities with new artefacts?
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Film & Lecture

Part II. THE ENTROPIC DREAM
4 Nov. 2022

FILM ESSAY &
LECTURE
A film lecture by art curator and film historian JANPHILIPP FRÜHSORGE.
When cinema gives silence a voice.
From French Nouvelle Vague and Italian neorealism,
to thrillers and surrealistic, fantastic or documentary
genres, silence is often a key “character” in movies.

“If there were a
little more
silence, maybe
we could
understand
something” —
Federico Fellini

Silence is protean, it can
take on several natures
and functions.
It often takes the form of
hiatuses, creating disorder
or anguish. It is a linkpunctuation between
events or an event in itself,
a suspension of time, an
aesthetic effect, a rupture
to mark a sought-after
detachment from a
realistic anchorage.

It affects a structural and
rhythmic dimension,
intensifying the image in
motion and becoming a
sensitive—poetic or even mystical—experience of our
link to the world.

I)

DIVE INTO
Topics. Silence, anchorage,
rupture, suspension, overlap,
time, transition, hiatus, disorder,
connectedness, poiesis, realism,
perception, affect, narratives

II) EXPERIMENT
Film lecture.
4 Nov. 3.30—4.30pm
Some of the after may appear:
The Cat—Jacques Tourneur
(1942), Rear Window—Alfred
Hitchcock (1954), My Uncle—
Jacques Tati (1958), Lift to the
Scaffold—Louis Malle (1958),
Silence—Ingmar Bergman
(1963), The Birds—Alfred
Hitchcock (1963), Pierrot Le Fou
—Jean-Luc Godard (1965),
Blow-up—Michelangelo
Antonioni (1966), Incompreso—
Luigi Comencini (1967), The
Shining—Stanley Kubrick (1980),
Heimat—Edgar Reitz (1984), La
Voce della Luna—Federico
Fellini (1990), Elephant—Gus
van Sant (2003), The White
Ribbon—Michael Haneke (2009),
Somewhere—Sofia Coppola
(2010), La Grande Bellezza—
Paolo Sorrentino (2013), Silence
—Martin Scorsese (2017), The
Square—Ruben Östlund (2017)
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Workshop

Part II. THE ENTROPIC DREAM
5 Nov. 2022

SPECULATIVE
DIARIES
Reshaping the future is not an option. It is a cultural
project.
SPECULATIVE DIARIES workshops are a series of
one-day experimental labs using the EMBARKING
FUTURE® meta-method to dive into a theme—be it a
phenomenon, an idea or a practice.
They are suitable for adventurous minds willing to
question dogma and belief, the unknown and
ambiguity, and find new inspiration and perspective
through perception, fiction and foreknowledge. These
composite fragments, sculptures of ever-changing
ideas, now unfold in the re:future lab program
starting in October 2022.
Artist and systemic counselor MADELEINE
SCHWINGE invites participants to join the workshops
to explore, practice, and learn collectively.
Common to all workshops is the relevance (and
urgency) of addressing the Great Transformation of
the world we live in. The workshops will combine
non-dogmatic thinking with visual materials from art,
design and architecture, as well as critical insights
from edgy thinkers, philosophers and visionaries
from diverse fields of expertise.
Navigate through dreams and memories, transition
zones and pivot points of change.

I)

DIVE INTO
Topics. Apperception, changeprocess, dreamscapes, fiction,
emergence, ruptures in verticals,
thought-provoking art,
undogmatic thinking

II) EXPERIMENT
Workshop. SPECULATIVE
DIARIES, using the
EMBARKING FUTURE® metamethod on TRANSFORMATION
5 Nov. 10am—5pm

III) MEET &
DEBATE
Transfer. 5 Nov. 5pm—6pm
The power of ideas with which
we create new ideas. How to reconfigure normative meanings?
How to forge new directions?
Transformation, a social process.

The Entropic Dream
Exhibition & Symposion
4—5 Nov. 2022
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The Faculty
Through sought-after thinkers and practitioners, the symposion is set to
offer new perception of our interface with the art world, and the realm of
systemic theory and circular ecology.

P

rof. Pelin Celik

Prof. for Industrial & Systemic
Design
Pelin Celik (b. 1979 - Germany) is a
professor at HTW Berlin since
2017. Her research focuses on
Holistic Human Experience,

J

an-Philipp
Frühsorge
Curator
Jan-Philipp Frühsorge (b. 1968,
Berlin) is an art historian and
critic.

Systems Thinking and participative

To him, drawing is not merely a

design processes. She loves to

performative practice, but rather

engage her students in

a major and independent means

speculation, experimentation and

of expression. Yet, in his own

enduring uncertainty and thereby

words, drawing should be

questioning human behaviour.

embraced ‘in conjunction with

As an industrial designer she
worked for well-known agencies
like Teams Design or designaﬀairs
and companies as Villeroy & Boch,
Buderus, Melitta, Bausch & Lomb
etc. She has received numerous
national and international awards

elements of neighbouring
disciplines such as theatre,
dance, video, photography,
street art, land art’ thus
underlining its inherent ability to
absorb and incorporate other
forms of art.

M

adeleine Schwinge

Founder & director, curator,
systemic facilitator
Madeleine Schwinge (b. 1968,
Waiblingen, Germany) is a
conceptual artist, curator and
educator.
In 2020, she founded the re:future
Lab with the mission to foster
transformative learning through the
prism of art. Her belief is that
Artistic Intelligence is a prerequisite
for individuals and societies to
tackle The Great Transformation.
Moreover, it is about keeping in
sight the humanity's dream of a
Good Life and yet, indisputably,
healing the planet. This is where
her EMBARKING FUTURE® metamethod comes in, which forms the

for her work. Since 2019, she is

In 2003, he founded a gallery for

curatorial basis of the re:future Lab

deputy chairwoman of the board of

contemporary drawings, a

and is practiced and taught here.

the International Design Center

pioneer and one-oﬀ in Germany,

Berlin (IDZ Berlin), Jury Member of

and was involved with top-notch

the UX Design Award and since

graphic collections in Europe

2018 scientific fellow of the

(Berlinische Galerie, Hamburger

Kompetenzzentrum für Kultur- und

Kunsthalle, Kunsthalle Karlsruhe,

Kreativwirtschaft des Bundes.

Fondation Guerlain Paris,
Sammlung Akademie der
Künste).

Madeleine Schwinge holds a
degree in economics and is trained
in systemic counseling, curation,
art history and the visual arts.

The Entropic Dream
Exhibition & Symposion
4—5 Nov. 2022
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The Faculty
Through sought-after speakers, the symposion is set to offer new
perception of our interface with the art world, and the realm of systemic
theory and circular ecology.

J

ohanna Seelemann

J

utta Werner

Conceptual designer

Architect & Product Designer

Johanna Seelemann (b. 1990,

Jutta Werner (b. 1969) is a

Leipzig, Germany) is a conceptual

German designer and architect,

designer, developing products,

founder of NOMAD, a design and

exhibitions, and videos. Her works

production agency for recycled

explore topics such as the

and handcrafted rugs. NOMAD

mystification of mundane products,

stands for sustainability and

or the commodity journeys along

respect: it is a small, woman-

supply chains. Unearthing the

owned company that produces in

hidden contexts of products

a close and honest partnership

engenders drawing alternatives

with Indian weavers.

and future-scenarios.
The brand has won the Green
‘Banana Story’—a series of

Product Award 2021, the German

proposals for extended ‘made-in’

Design Award 2019, and has been

labels, was recently exhibited at

listed in Dezeen Awards 2021.

Victoria & Albert Museum, London.
In 2019, Johanna was selected

Born in 1969, the designer

amongst the ‘Icon Design 100

studied architecture at HFBK in

Talents to watch’. The ‘Willow

Hamburg. Prior to launching her

Project’—a collective work with 6

own company, she had a

Icelandic designers, gained a wide

successful career with

audience while presented in ‘Earth

internationally operating

Matters’, curated by Lidewij

companies such as Dedon, Ligne

Edelkoort and Philip Fimmano

Roset, JAB Anstoetz and Vorwerk.

(TextielMuseum, Tilburg).

Respectively since 2016 and
2019, she is a Jury Member of If
Award, and German Design
Award.
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TICKETS
7 faculty experts
4 days
2 workshops
1 panel
1 artist interview
1 film lecture
1 performative meal

Early Bird
until 12 Sept. 2022

THE FRAGILE HUMAN

890€

810€

THE ENTROPIC DREAM

750€

675€

If you book the 2 symposion,
you get 10% off, as a bundle

1.490€

1.340€

1.640€

1.485€

Prices including 19% VAT
Future-Patrons get 5% off
Find information on our membership program on www.re-f-lab.com

The Entropic Dream
Exhibition & Symposion
4—5 Nov. 2022
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Get your tickets
(I)

Tickets for the in-person event are
available for purchase by sending a wish
to apply to mail@re-f-lab.com

(II)

Get yours before they sell out!

Get Your Tickets

Welcome to the re:future Lab, a hybrid hub for transformative
learning through the prism of art! It was initiated by German artist,
curator and educator Madeleine Schwinge and designed to help
individuals and organizations navigate the uncertainties and
fragility of post-industrial life, to find new meaning and vision—and
to set in motion what could be the reconfiguration process, that
asks for alternative routes to desirable (and viable) futures in a
diverse, sustainable and multi-dependent habitat.

Visit Our Website
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Don't be shy,
Get in touch with your future!

Participation is possible after
registration.
First come—first serve.
Please register via
mail@re-f-lab.com
We can't wait to meet you!
re:future Lab
Institute for Art and Future Design
re:future Lab GmbH
Reinbeckstr. 32, 12459 Berlin
Germany
www.re-f-lab.com

Gigamap Diary, Marlon Escobar Saupe
HTW University of Applied Sciences, Berlin
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Follow us

Instagram

LinkedIn

Facebook

